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no figures of prominence.
practice. The fault may as easily be at home as with
*****
the teacher. The following questions have a personal
The question, how can our com
hearing for the parents: Is your piano a fairly goodmusical, often comes up in the
toned instrument? Is it in good tune and order? Is your
music-room well lighted and comfortable? Is it occupied teacher. To such a one the sugg
with the constant life of the family while the child is attempt to induce the editor of o
trying to practice ? Are there other children about, either newspapers to open the columns o
in or out of doors, who are enjoying their sports while 2 musSl interest and to give re
musical news. If the public r
yonr hoy is practicing? If he is somewhat advanced
does he use the pedal wrongly and altogether too much ? interest will be developed in the s
of composers and artists become
Does he make his melodies and accompaniments about
equal in power? Does he play constantly and uniformly
loud, making bat little if aDy contrast ? Are his pieces
so difficult that he never learns one well enough to play
it onbrokenlyand with a free expression ? Are the pieces will become interested. Even tne
good results behind in some cases
he works on really musical, or are they too scholastic for
his present stage of musical development? Do yon en¬
* * ^ *
tourage him when you can find a little work done which
he hag tried to do well? Is mnsic popular among his
associates or do they sneer at piano-playing as fit only
for girls? Pardon me, but when he runs in to ask il he
may engage in some sport or go to make a short visit to
wide fields to encompass, great b
some neighboring hoy do you always say, No ! and set
him at his practice? Have yon done what you could to
*****
..._p
■sake music a pleasure instead of a task to him ? Does
It is a common tin g
the boy know what advantages social and refining, finan¬
cial and helpful, musical skill will give him when he is
TTlt Te SSSL thorou
student. «e Delle
.
his own man ” ? If you are really anxious for the boy
to suggest fhatm the «MO ^t
*0 do better, read these questions over again and think
make haste slowly.
*
0°t and act upon answers helpful to him.

•* •»

stl-ss' r

*

*

*

*

*

The M. T. N. A. starts off on a new plan this year.
e totiug and active members are to be delegates, rep®enting music schools, conservatories, colleges, musical
^'Hies, and the State associations. Music teachers
^niusical people not included in the above lists can
toe members, but have a less active part in the
management of the business affairs of the Association,
j
hhe practical good of the concerts, essays, etc., is
" n° wise lessened by this fact. Yet the restrictions
“to not so dose as would seem, for the details of memrehip classification are flexible. The coming meeting

<>f -r7 “tr

ment to go hand in
ficiency

* '

arstsi*ment

*****

. «mi reason why
Is there any
<
t
discontinue work ^^ves los
that the mnscles and n
of action through disuse,
tinnance of practice am s

suggestion is made that a pup

she could hear the opera once more. Without a moment’s
bility he tenches piano; perhaps, also, singingand organ,
plays the organ in some church, leads a choral society,
or holds some other executive position, and thus enjoys
a broad Held of activity. His earnings at a modest rate
of compensation are not likely to fall below $1000, and

delay her husband gathered a miniature company of the
best singers, and they gave a performance of “ Esclarmonde” in the invalid’s room. It was a reminder of
her most brilliant triumph and it made her happy.
*

may reach above that sum—$1200, $1500, or $2000.'

*

*
*

self in somewhat of a dilemma by reason of her vivid
and correct imagination; so that when we come to ana¬
lyze the reasons why woman is not a great composer of
music, we see how little there is in the reasons assigned.
The reason why there are not great women composers of
music is becanse man has monopolized that field.

*

Wo¬

Let ns take the mean sum, $1500, as the earning

An opera by Ethel M. Smyth, an Englishwoman, is

man now proposes to contest it with him, and to mascu¬

of a well eqnipped professional musician in a small city
In our large cities the incomes will range higher of

to be given at Weimar under the direction of Stavenliagen.
*
*

Beware of woman’s ambition, woman’s fidelity, woman’s

course. A successful teacher will earn from $2500 to
$>000, nnd there are said to l>e some men in the largest
cities whose professional pursuits bring them in $10 000
a year.
What does an income of $1500 a year represent? At
the legal rate of interest it is equal to the yearly incre¬
ment of $25,000 ; or, to put it in another way, the musi¬
cian, at an expense of equipping himself, at a very liberal
estimate, of $7500, is able to enjoy a return equal to the
ordinary earning power of $25,000.
Musicians are proverbially nnbusinesslike and prodi¬
gal. Their diversion from the habits and ideas of trade
has something to do with it; but is it still not true that
with many musicians it is a case seemingly of “come
easy, go easy ” ?
By way of application, is it not fair to urge on the
members of the profession that they view the talent im¬
planted in them, the honrs of toil and study, of self-

*

*

*

The ungallant attitude of men of letters toward
women has through all time been subject for comment.
And the great musicians are not far in advance of their
brethren of books in this respect. Even to-day, with all
the achievements of woman in music, both creative and
interpretative, it is the custom to sneer at her work and

*

Miss Suzanne Adams, who made her debut at the
opening of the Covent Garden opera season, London,

of this company, is a Kentucky girl.

more severe than Rubinstein, who is credited-or dis-

received their early training in Boston.

cred.ted-with having said that “the growing increase
of women in the art of music in instrumental execution
as well as in composition dates from the second half of
our century ; I consider this excess also as one of the
signs of the downfall of onr art.”
The fact is that women have attained to a place in
music which entitles them to a better recognition by the

world they

have contributed largely to the simpler

Such a view, if general, would tend

forms oi music and their sweet little songs have grown
into popular use.
I„ America several women com¬

to bar and banish from the ranks illy-snipped men and
women ; for skill and training and real ability would

posers have done more than this, and their compositions
have found places with the master music in the concert

be recognized as a capital capable of l*ing exprewed in
figures and carrying with it a responsibility as weighty
as any business involving a similar amount of money

moms.

He will be a greater honor

•

*

was born at Cambridge, Mass.

quoted women have done much in music, more than
ever before in a like period. As composers all over the

prudent in all his dealings.

*

*

other popular American singer, who is also a member

mercial agemgr report? If this view becomes a part of
n musician’s life nnd thought he will be more likely to

to his profession.

man before the M. T. N. A.

of the art. Among the giants of music who set them¬
selves in opposition to women in music no one has been

masculine members. Even in the few years which have
gone since Rubinstein uttered the ungallant remark

be more coaservative and

past achievements, woman's determination and will, for
when woman sets out to accomplish her will, where she
fails man can not hope to accomplish.—Judge Jekolo-

to deny her any place among the builders and preservers

denial and ofUimes sacrifice, the money expended ns a
capital to be as carefully conserved and added to as if it
were actually expressed in figures and printed in a com¬

care for his capital, nnd

line composers of music we sound the warning note.

In fact, it is time that the sneering at woman’s

work in music ceased and more attention given to what
she has done than to what she has failed to do. That is
the way to encourage her to do more.

In certain lines

*

*

*

*

Miss Marguerite, an¬
Both these singers

*

A London critic says Mrs. Bloomfield-Zeisler “ com¬
bines a masculine force of execution with a delicately
feminine style of treatment. ”
*

*

*

*

*

Etelka Gerster, the once famous prima donna, is
directing a school of vocal music in Berlin.
*

*

*

*

*

Marie Van Zandt, the popular American opera
singer, was married recently to Professor Tscberinoff, of
the University of Moscow, a scientist and scholar of
renown in Russian educational circles.
*

*

Two American women
compositions in Berlin.

*

*

*

recently produced origin**!
Miss Helen Crane, a pnpil °I

Philip Scharwenka, gave an orchestral suite. Miss Mar
guerite Melville, who is also an unusually fine executant,
gave four songs, besides a sonata for violin and piano.

Hevnberci, a violin teacher of the Lii'ge Conserva¬
toire, died a short time since. Among his pupils were

0J'H,E ,neeting of
Illinois Association will be June
~8th to July 1st, in Handel Hall, Chicago. A large num¬

the Boston Symphony Orchestra by Wilhelm Gericke, a

Musin, Marsirk, K4my, and, one report says, Ysaye.

ber of well-known artists and lecturers will assist in the

a Boston paper which says it is not certain that Gericke

programs. Mrs. George B. Carpenter, Steinway Hall
has the program in charge.

that Mr. Paur is to take charge of the New York Phil¬

There is great rivalry among the Enropean musical
centers to seen re conductors for their orchestras. Richard
•Strauss has l>ecn engaged for the Berlin Opera House.
In Marknenkirchen, Saxony, there are about 15,000
people enga^d in the manufacture of violins. This is
one of the centers for the making of “trade” instru¬
ments.
The Annual Convention of the Music Teachers' Na-

tional Association will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York City, from the 23d to 27th of this
month.

The music festival at Albany, N. Y., was a splendid
success acconling to the local press.

Horatio Parker’s

. Christopher,
Mendelssohn’s “Athalie” and
excerpts from Wagner’s “ Parsifal ” were given.’ Elliott
Schenck was the festival director.

is to be given at Frankfort
Germany, as nearly as possible under the conditions of
Handers own time. The additional accompanimente
written by Mozart and Franz will be discarded and the
singers will add their own vocal ornaments
Handel’s “Messiah”

$.Joik)eS‘rf °Rth! la,tCi.nt,,M Seidl i8 va,ned
about
$•>0,000. Tile Richard Wagner Museum at Weimar

former conductor.
will come.

This was contradicted recently by

Meanwhile, New York papers announce

harmonic Orchestra.

If his contract with Col. Higginson

is not renewed, it is said that Paur gets a bonus of
$10,000.
Directors of orchestras belonging to public insti¬
tutions, such as the royal or municipal opera houses in

Europe, are pensioned, after a specified term of service,
jnst like other public functionaries.

Dr. Hsds Richter’s

term in \ ienna will be finished next year, and his pension
will be continued to his widow and children after his
death. Is it strange that it is very difficult, if not im¬
possible, to induce such men to locate in the United
States when their future is so much better provided for
abroad ?

Germany, receives his magnificent collection of Warmer
mnaic.
*

I rofessor D. Oskar Paul, a well-known German

The bugle which sounded the first order to charge at
Balaclava, where the famous “Six Hundred” immor¬
talized themselves, was .sold to a collector for $:igoo
recently.

year

This coarse was supplemented by a serits of

Z

C°aCertS h' the K“-el and Adamowski qZ-

The Indianapolis musical festival was very successful
Mr. I rank van der Stncken, of Cincinnati, was the con¬

th^raasiead ^bl’ic^1tMs^iMtryI,*wh
^
ol the violin department in the Lihge”Betotom C^

ductor
Emma Juch and David Bispham were among
the soloist*.
®

servatory, will spend six months of eve’ry^ear

teacher of pianoforte, harmony, counterpoint, fugue, and

n

nT

York, and also form classes in violin iust^Hon in^

The thirteenth May musical festival was held inCincninat. 24th to 28th ultimo. Works by Bach, Berlioz,

Beethoven, and Gneg were among the principal choral
productions.
The Indiana Music Teachers’ Association will meet
at Lafayette the last week in June. A very interesting
program or concerto, recitals, lectures, and essays has
been arranged.
Henry Parker, the English compowr, says • “ Lon
dou musical society has no middle class; its just all

musical literatenr and theorist, died recently in Leipsic.
He was a pupil of Plaidy and Richter, and later, in 1869,
composition at the famous Leipsic Conservatorinm. His
works include a “ Manual of Harmony,” “History of
the Pianoforte,” “Hand-Lexicon of the Tonal Art,” and
an edition of Hauptmann’s posthumous “Theory ol
Harmony.” He was connected with the “Leipzigc
Tageblatt” as musical editor at the time of his death.
Remenyi, the famous violinist, died in San Francisco,

stimulating program of essays and i"& lnstructlve> aml
prepared.

May 15th. The circumstances were tragic in the exU eme. He had played several selections at an afternoon
concert and was received with great applause. He re¬

orchestra. The secretary i, Mr F W l!
Sixty-fifth Street, New Yorl
'

the excitement np to the highest pitch and lie was again

A new feature has been introduced

is fisdss* r ■,
'"ci.lent ,o. ,0„gw„n

i^,

n g'VeU Wlth
9 Wes»
A

sponded with an encore, “Old Glory.”

This carried

called to the front. He responded with Delibes’ “Piz»*
eati,
and had played but a few measures when he
leaned forward and was seen to fall.

Death was instan¬

taneous. He was a Hungarian by birth, was sixty-fonr
years of age, and leaves a widow, sou, and daughter, who
live in New York.

ment ot the motive-letters being left to the composer
invention was given free rein.
’
A study of the various compositions scut in, nearly one
hundred in all, revealed a great diversity. Some cast

looTat th°/fithe lT° f"8’ WUh the middle C llne between. If yOU
look at the example above you will see that the letters start with S
not on/of "design!h8nCe ““°Dl7 an apparent difr(™><*. and
A- P-—1. See answer to L. E.

the theme into march rhythm, some to waltz, others inCued to mazurka, gavotte, minuet, bolero, scherzo stylesst.U other competitors used lyric forms, similar to those
made popular hy Mendelssohn.

noLcedtlnarm°UOUnC<id " * 8pe"ed “*>’« being pro.

Only a few introduced

romllfiT °r
U f°rmS- ThiS anaI*8is
that
composition, in a measure at least, resolves itself into a
question of construction, else how could such a variety
in style be manifest from the same starting point?

And this leads to the reflection that the uninformed
:3'rr
atm,y one.
°f
»>■*a composer. ™
This ideathat
is athe
common
I„ a unrulier
of exchanges we have seen paragraphs that imply 8
*
such as above noted. The well equipped composer mus
go far beyond that and give himself up steadily and ex
haustively to the study of form and thematic treatment
he wishes to produce a symmetrical work. And not
only form but musical forms must be familiar to him
In other words, there ,s a technic in condition as wSl
« in playing, and this technic is but rarely attained ex
cept as a result of careful schooling and a great deal of
practice in writing. The practiced band is as rendil
distinguished in a composition as in any literary work *
sav th ♦
!°,rr 8abjeCt afiain’ We Can -oat truly
say that we are fully satisfied that capable teaching of
composition is being carried on in all our musical center*
for the competitors represented the majority of the Stated
of the Union a, well .as Canada. Teaclera who are^ e
to do serious mnsicianly work in composition can not h!
called half-trained, narrow musicians. We fael assured

T*

.o^l^~mahl7h„hur0[ofoert:Tn
Wl“
diP-nt
half-hour period Is common in all'
price is generally arranged on that basis r!
”d
° Iesson
cities the longer periodic usuahy in vogne
,° ^ 8ma"er
sal length of time for a lesson The best
’■ T
® 18 ”° umverOf the locality in which you teach.
P “ “ ° adopt the custo“

Z

TZ

to interpret, musically, a'rortafeMtext or""^ ““p,ica an atte“pt
Symphonic Poems are xamp e
More
^
and furnish a sort of st„ry“lh
fur,hw
still others take up moral or
bf P°rtrayed
‘he nmsic;

iTT ™

them out musically.

The termIs'the dT

hT

g°

Snd atteD1|>t to bri“g

cal, in which the cL,,oser o„Ty ;ve „p;2vOPrite °f
several themes, according to accented P,
/ anous Possibilities of
as pure music/withoutany
"*e
picturesque effect.
a Partlcuter emotional or

T. T

is possible in the orchee.ra^ a f
°f t°Ue C°'°r’ Which
on account of the independent character of'the 7"^
eXpreSsion
opposed to a single instrument such I
■ b foUr ln8t™ments as
much use of the polyphonic style sinj/ T"0
°rgan' II “»*«•
each of the four instruments e/ch Uk~eP!,ndence is conceded to

°'

^

of

the subjects, thus affording wide latitu ?! ^ tb° develoP“ent
subjects, while the leading theme
atitude for '"geulous counter-

IT

objured, since the player h./ina it!
™Q the risk °f being
easy to see, then, that the
* ° ° bri°g 1 0,11 8tr°nglr. It is
from the side of exploiting thera^ibim- dea‘ With hls material
and varie.1 devices, thus naU.rail^brln
. °f h,s lheme by rich
into the foreground
7
glng the intellectual clement

that a desire for broad, thorough training in the true
factors of mnsicianship is being spread in many Iocali
ties by earnest,capable teachers, and that the rising gen!
eration is enjoying a clear, systematic, and scienrific
twenty f^
^ L” adV‘‘DCe °f that Stained
twenty five years ago. We can not refrain from expreTing the hope that every student of music who took*

because the interval from from B to A flat is a diminished seventh.
C, E flat, F sharp, A is also a chord of the diminished seventh. As
you say, if you take a dominant seventh and lower its third, fifth,
and seventh, you will produce a diminished seventh; a more usual
way is to raise the root of a dominant seventh chord. If you add
three minor thirds above a note, you produce a diminished seventh:
thus, C, E flat, G flat, B double flat.

-

‘''"X“;7AreVr^t^:itb “ P"pil "bols fiefiPerhaps you h.Ja
ceztain that you have done your

P“rt well?

Of teaching and have not aufflcirauJ“f" 7°Ursy“lem
jour pupil,. Syatem meat be elaL
,
lndWido«'i,y of
adapted to each one This nartic i
eB°ugh to admit of being
«ry work in rhythm^^^"piI “ay -eed more element*
almpiest rhyihmlc combination,

no.e^ of^WUh

4"Ce gradUa"7 b> -re comp,ex rhythm!

£TrZuT ^
and

invitation to a pupil’s recital can be either printed
or written, according to the size and importance of the occasion.
The wording is always simple and clear, and often the program
is printed on the same sheet. A good form is as follows: 11 You are
invited to attend a recital of the pupils of-, to be given
(date and hour) at the residence of2. The quickest way to teach a child notes is first to create an ab¬
sorbing interest.
Without this there is no quick way. A child
learns only when interested. Use a sheet of blank music paper, on
which write a number of letters. Have the child write the notes
that correspond. Vary this exercise every lesson. A good writingbook, such as Morris’or Landon’s, gives abundant material of this
kind. Ihere are also several games for teaching the notes. The
two new kindergarten games of “ Movable Notation ” aud ‘'Musical
Building ” are intended just for aids for reading notes. There can
be nothing more directly to the point than these two games. They
are advertised elsewhere.
J. F. E. It is not possible for us to advise as to a location for a
baritone singer seeking concert and church engagements. It is *
difficult matter to get paying work without influence. Why not
select some large city where you have friends who can help you?
Ihere are any number of well-trained singers in all large cities who
are seeking engagements. The main reliance for all singers is the
church. There are ten singers for every position, and the pay among
churches is growing lower every year. With an exceptionally fine
voice you will forge to the front by keeping your name before the
public. A reputation is in this, like in everything else, exceedingly
difficult to attain.
C. N. S. For a child of six years who has not yet learned the al¬
phabet, we would advise an investigation of the " Movable Musical
Notation.” You will then make note-learning and technicalities
generally interesting, and by a thorough knowledge of rudiments
avoid the posaible dangers of playing by ear. It would be well to let
her write out scales and intervals witli the notation every day, and, as
soon as possible, the little original melodies which, you will probably
find, she hears whenever she listens for them. In this way she will
learn to love what is usually drudgery to imaginative children, if
the hand is small and weak, train it on a table with finger games of
your own invention. One of the easiest methods is Landon’s. Should
you decide on a book, use a good primer, such as Palmer’s, but do
not force the child.

every passage, and a passage understood is half learned
as every pupil knows.
’

in between teaching and imparting information; and it is

so wrapped np in their art as to devote life, fortune,

A student who has only a certain number of hours at
his disposal should remember that he will advance faster

this difference I propose discussing, laying such stress as

labor to it, it will seem impossible to conceive how any

I can upon the method I deem the most palpable defect

sane being could pervert it to the making of money

in every way if he give but one-half or two-thirds of
his time to the branch which he intends to make his

of the musical status in this time. And in emnbe.

purely as a

“»«-»- ■»....

schooled by careful observation in varied localities will

specialty and the rest to other musical studies.

define or lay down the principles of what every one cm,
ceives to be the ideal method of teaching; for [JJau

have to admit, painfully as he may, that many there
are who so do.

i„i,„

What teachers to-day have before them as a chief issue,
chief evil to guard against,—if at ail they have their art

No one

knows his own language until he studies other lan¬
guages.
Literary scholars have for centuries studied classical
and modern languages, grammar, rhetoric, history and
many other branches of study as the best means of
making themselves skilful in their own language It is
not otherwise in musical education. All the most emi¬
nent musicians of the world have been men of the
broadest musical education, who not only knew harmony
and he grammar of music thoroughly, but knew the
tone languages of the various leading instruments if I
may so call them, and of the human voice-the real
baaifl of them all.

oppo,„''," Hi

propose disclosing in its baleful influence, will he unite
^ ** C°ntrMt with ite virtuous

Whether it is a matter of ignorance or one purely of
carelessness is .mmaterial in the consideration of tv
question, Why teachers content themselves with
imparting of their information insZdof 7elX
■*
the highest sense suggested by that word ; and Twin
concern myself chiefly, not with the why of it Ji T
"imply with a little emphasis on its bimefn! effe t
effects of a danger, perhaps not realized by the
sumedly innocent offenders. An imaHntrv • * ""

SHE
iere- that **
tinction I am after: Presume

what is best and noblest in our greatest instruments of
mnsic.

"•*!><«
for instruction, and that « is tv,

day1' Never I>Ut °,r ,iU to morrow "tint yon can do toMtf2- Never tronhI* another

what you can do your-

3. Never spend your money before yon have it
chot,
?hattoy,m
j=
cheap ; it will lie dear
you.do not want because it1 18
!!' i!r,fle costs n8 mor? thf,n hunger, thirst, and cold
0. We never repent of having eaten too little.
-. Nothing to troublesome that we do willingly
have"cost ns.DltlCh ^ ““
U,at never Ced
9. Take things always hy their smooth handle
10. When angry, count ten before you speak • if „rv
angry, a hundred.
J
f
K • lf vei7

venture ; but any one

laid to heart,—is this matter of negligence of closer obser¬
reverse!*4 *

The great virtuosi reached their great perfection not
by one study but by many.
They knew the musical
art thoroughly, and thus were enabled to bring out

Thomas Jrrmion's Ten Rules :

money-making

..

.

Q

cj uiay i

vation of the individual tastes and temperament of their
pupils.

And any who are incapable of the insight neces¬

sary for that have certainly small right to enlist in the
musical profession.

In time, when mnsic shall have

been more generally introduced as a study in the com¬
mon schools, and thus have come beneath the direct
notice of the State, the Commonwealth may find it expe¬
dient to appoint a Board of Musical Examiners as it now
appoints its Medical Examining Board ; they to issue
licenses to such teachers as have shown themselves capa¬
ble, just as only capable medical graduates are per¬

draw’the* dial

mitted to practice.

But in the dismal meantime, with

no such firm refining curb as this one day will be, little

'21
t0 teacher

save the poor conscience and the teacher’s love for his

"days, such instruction shall incWtoin7te
n°W'
thing more than mere nianr, t t. •
ts SC0Pe somemore than a casual glimnse
D1CS’ and’ Perhaps, even

chosen art can serve to put down what we are here con¬
demning as a worst evil; yet that, too, should be suffi¬
cient.

well enough schooled in all i, ’

the sort of teachers we have challenged might be in¬
clined to offer,—That there come to them occasionally

,,

In answer to such weak plea as probably some one of
,

l thlS t<;ac,ler is

hearing on his art to lie capable o^turnT ^ i"f°rmation
some little promise • ami tv
•t
g 0Tlt PnP1,s of
under him wTth all’ “
*
may begin work

pupils who have no earnest aim in mnsic and who refuse

"noli anspiees as augur thT" T**"* and

smattering ; persons who will not be treated in snch

■■r “tb. "ST. rtBot
diligent study and practice that S n(1 Perhaps quite

such as pupils ; you have no right to level your art to

several months or

yea*tUtV^9 f°' «"

a student under such teacher

and

^ °** temper!‘ment Poshed

h-

P,nP‘ remains

to enter into it with any earnestness, wanting merely s
manner as I plead for, I say, yon have no right to accept
the plane of a pastime or while-away.

To school a

patron even in the mild art of listening to music, yon
mnst needs go deep down in his nature and decipher
and acqnaint yourself with the enigna of his altitude
toward music; otherwise you accomplish nothing, aDd you
will make of him nothing bnt a sort of photographic

" " ill-power,—not the will of euergy that moves the
muscles of the animal lardy, hut the will of stillness
that controls the animal body.” That is it, that is what
we want, “ the stillness that controls.”

quickness and precision, and ont of all the daintiness
completing a firm, graceful, and lasting whole, so saving
yourself, your piano, and your audience.
AS tue

1

wcu awu.

AN AMERICAN MUSICIAN.
The popularity of Sousa and his standing as a com¬

poser is a constant theme of comment in musical and

It is n doctrine : that we should listen to with shut
eyes ; but the fact remains that we continue to listen

literary circles.

with eyes widely open, and such being the case, is it
not delightful, aye, restful, to watch a pianist who is a
master of repose ?

orchestra player at $15 a week to bandmaster of the

THE MUSICAL AMATEUR.

Marine Band at $1800 a year, and from that to his
present position as composer and bandmaster, with an

BY M. BLACKWOOD.

Have you ever sat idly aud watched a woman making
lace and thoaght of all she wove into her pattern besides
the mere thread ? Well, Hint is what a reposeful pianist

His evolution, so to speak, from an

income of over $50,000 a year, is certainly a remarkable
achievement, and is not based upon “accident,” as a

T K8, we know them well, these musical amateurs of

writer put it some time ago.
There is nothing “ accidental ” leading up to success

makes me think of. The lace maker of Miraflores ex¬
presses it so well as she mourns for the lace which she

every grade and description ; the masculine amateur who
forgets the words of his song in the middle and com¬

in all of Sousa’s career.

has sold. “I was twenty years making it, and now
that I have sold it I am lonely, for all the thoughts that

mences over again a half dozen times at least, with the

by cultivating and expanding his talents aud natural
gifts, and through devotion to a purpose, determination

I have thought, and all the love that I have felt and all
the happiness that I have dreamed of are there
For

utmost sang-froid and disregard of his listener’s feelings
We also know the flutist who is never disturbed if his

and

undeviating

By hard and incessant study,

application of energies, Sousa has

And

instrument is a semitone above or below the piano —
cheerfully alleging that the heat of the room will soon

surely, music is all of this and more to one who gives
one’s life to it—all spun out of one’s soul.

set everything right,-or who remains unaffected if it
plays octaves by mistake. We have met the musical

There are things I studied when trouble was upon me
things into which the trouble wove itself in quivering

fiend who ,s never tired of twanging, as people are of

known, and more demanded by the peoples of two hemi¬
spheres than that of any composer, living or dead.

■earing
Down Upon the Suwanee River ” on a banjo
that rattles ; and the yontli or maiden who plays the

There is no “accident ” in these achievements.
Sousa is not by any means a “one sided ” man, which

mandolin in a hammock, or on the river, and never can
y any chance, remember the end of the selections

is the “ weakness ” of many musicians. Ask him about
the literature of the day, the last and best books, he 11

my lace is my life-all spun out of my soul ”

Hirers.

I have put them sadly away ; and then, in after

years, when light-heartedly going over my mnsie have
taken them out and, all forgetful, sat down to play
them through, when, lo ! all this that I had so forgotten
rose np once more with the music and overwhelmed me
and looking, I saw the notes as I had seen them yeara
agone, throagh tears.
Bnt what need to tell this’
Every mnsician knows what it is and has gone through
it all, yes, aud tried to play the misery out of the thing
trip*! vainly, for it was “spun ont of the soul.”
Charles Dudley Warner has said that “art is a sug¬
gestion impregnated with the artist’s personality ” 0h
the thoughts, the moods, and the fancies that weave
themselves in and about every hit of music which we
make onr own !
What if the notes we learn were written by some one
else

W hat is it that we give ont but onr very self?

Some of ns may have lived in the same house or next

carved out for himself the most brilliant career of any
young man of his years in America, unaided and alone.
His music is more often played, is more universally

tell yon readily about them.

Ask him about the music

of the hour, or past days, or past decads.

Suggest the

XI PS
?hy the concertina 311,1 Piaa° <»■
bnt the h
oncertlna may be in tune with the piano
bnt the chances are that it is not. Then there is the

national crises of the times, you’ll find him ready enough.
Call up the poets, you’ll find him familiar with them

thTS°rP,ayer’ theViIlage virtuoso on the zither,
the cello who never seems to know when he is flat

also. And if not satisfied then, go into history. I*
there is any little thing you omit he will prompt yon.

votaries thatse

°f i,lstre“ and the*

torment 0f tu*!” ^ ^ beeD Created
for the
for the , ,-fi6 mnsl0Ian who has respect for his art and
grat i fication of every man and woman who desi res

If you should still be curious, ask him if he has ever in¬
dulged in belles-lettres.

He might turn to the mng®‘

zines and show you some rare articles over the signature
of John Philip Sousa. Yes, indeed, Sonsaisan “Ameri¬
can product” of which we are very proud.—“Jfinuc
Trade Review.”
-

-

,

—If you are to continue to be a law to yourself, ?°n
must beware of the first signs of laziness.

half the entire Chopin repertory, with some represen¬
tation of Liszt. Thus, when we speak of playing the
piano we are liable to mean to play it as artists play it,
such people as Rosenthal, Godowsky, Joseffy, Sherwood’
Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler, and that most accomplished
and beautiful artist, Mme. Hive-King ; or we may mean
a lower grade of playing such as these accomplished girls
I have mentioned are equal to. Or we may mean some¬
thing very much more moderate.
The higher playing of the piano depends on two per¬
sonal conditions,-first, a head for musical combi¬
nations, and, second, a well-trained hand. In all cases
of remarkable talent or genius I find that there was
originally an endowment of very keen and close musical

of actually playing the music itself that you are looking
for, then your way is to go to work and do the best you
can ; but if it is simply the ability to enjoy the music at
pleasure and to become familiar with the larger kinds of
music, such as one seldom plays one’s self (orchestral
overtures, symphonies, and the like), I would suggest
the diolian. On the better grades of the iEolian you can
produce a very musical effect. As the perforated rolls of
paper provide for the entire business of playing the notes
all you have to do in this direction is to work the bel¬
lows and vary the stops according to the expression de¬
sired. The amount of pleasure that can be got out of an
mstrument of this kind is simply incredible. The whole

perceptions, and that this mental endowment has been
trained by contact with the most elaborate and exacting

him to learn to read
cares to study the pieces in their details.

specimens of high-art music, continued through a long
series of years. Thus the brain has been all the time

n0tea, ?nd tum back in the roll to the place
r' fT, ,‘he
he wlHhes to examine occurs. Your exerase upon this instrument would be almost
..u,
exercise in music, properly speaking, whereas in stud/
mg the piano your exercise would be very largely that of
endeavoring to control your fingers and th«
i
1
joynient, as such, would be postponed quite a bit ^ eU

undergoing development and training, and doing this at
the age when as yet nutrition is in excess of consumption,
so that new brain apparatus can lie manufactured and
put in working order successfully. More than this, the
hand lieginning to lie used upon the piano at a very early
age Incomes more and more flexible, the fingers have a
certain local intelligence, as yon might say, and, particu¬

peSin

X

h°e
Then he car

^

bt6 rhh0le bUSineSS up-1 ™uld
any
i 1,aa thc necessary ambition and pluck can

larly when the hand is applied to the performance of

joy merit ou/ofiff'eTf* 1° gCt 3 great deal
en‘
Jbeynnmch°more like,? to doVs’toK*"* ^ W°Dld

'ery difficult pianoforte combinations at an early age
the technic becomes wonderfully flexible and fluent

which1haD'Dh the necessary "“Rations o ftheee'Xeere
which have been cut short so persistentlv
c, -ra
mng, and exercise themselves accordingly.
Bln~

All the virtuosi illustrate this fact more or less ; for in¬
stance, Mme. Rive King used to play the most difficult
concert fantasias of Liszt when she was a little girl of
eleven or twelve years.
Now, in the case of a person at the age of tbirty-two
years beginning this study, we have first the obvious fact
of a smaller mental endowment, otherwise the tendency
to make a practical acquaintance with music would have
been irrepressible and would have accomplished its
wishes much sooner. In the second place, the mental
technic, the habit of seeing notes and recognizing what
they mean, the habit of following musical threads of
thought and tracing the relation of parts and voices

the time varies from W
one measure in 3-4 time, then eight in 2 7.^?“’
Again, the “Bridal Chorus ” in “ A T iter ?,d r onis written in 6-4 time
Will you kind v Z
Czar’”
your letters to teachers in Tint
,
,f ™ me-m
Unusual rhythms are peculiar uo!lWhetl,er
characteristic of
^
° Russian music or
fiuuWyTontA never CsT^i
1
not know how to play it
Where Ho tf °Fe 3Dd 8^ou^
With humble sense of
i.J!? d t*e a<**nt8 come?

up aud down. Mason gives it with a major 6th aud 7th
up and minor 6th and 7th down. 2. Faelten gives the
mixed scale with a major 6th and 7th np and minor 6th
and 7th down (or like Mason’s melodic). Mason gives
the mixed scale with a major 6th and 7th up and the 7th
alone major down (or down like the harmonic). 3.
Further, Faelten teaches the “pure” minor scale (miuor
6th and 7th up and down), and Mason apparently ignores
it. If you would kindly cast a decisive vote through The
Etude I would be grateful.
Yours very sincerely,
J. M. P.
I dislike very much to differ with a teacher for whom
I have so profound a respect as Mr. Faelten, hut iu this
particular instance I think he has misused the terms.
According to my understanding there are four minor
scales : First, the natural minor scale, which is used by
untaught musicians in unmusical countries. This is the
series such as we get from A to A without accidentals.
Second, the harmonic scale, which is the real minor
scale of modern music, and is invariably used when har¬
monic relations are in question. This has a minor 6th
and a major 7th, both ascending and descending. Third,
the so-called melodic minor, which has a major 6th and
7th ascending and the minor 6th and 7th descendingThis scale is not now in use, because changing to the
minor 6th and 7th in descending is tantamount to modu¬
lating into the relative major. At this point some one
will wish to know why playing the natural minor scale
in the descending form should be a modulation more
than in the first instance under discussion. The answer
is that the natural minor scale is not a harmonic scale at
all, but when the descending natural scale is beard alter
an ascending scale with major 6th and 7th, then the
change is so pronounced as to produce upon the ear the
effect of a transition into relative major. Fourth, the
so-called mixed minor, which is the harmonic scale wit
a major 6th used by license in ascending passages wher¬
ever the harmonic relations are not involved.
Iht
accidental major 6th can be used as a passing note or
aPPOggiatura, but it is not harmonized. The^descen ing form is the harmonic minor, with a major 7tb an*
minor 6th. I should say that Mr. Faelten proha1,
gave the forms as he did from the'force of habit, owing
to the scales having been taught him in this way perhaps
when he was a student, and his rot having given n',u
thought to them since. There is no law against making
any kind of a combination for a minor scale one choose •
but the use of the terms in American musical term
ology (which is more exact than the English), is
have indicated above, and therefore I think Dr. Mnso
is right.

tremely proud of this fact and has had his

Hungarian melody and then three or four

arm photographed.
His strength has
always been phenomenal. While still a
boy of twelve years, when in a bad humor,

variations each more incredible than the
previous one.

he thought nothing of breaking the strings
and keys of a concert grand pianoforte,

friends gathered near him and said : “ Ah,

and during his recent recitals here he sub¬
jected the powerful Steinway he used to
a very severe test. It is not, however, so
much

from

piano practice that

Felix, now we can pack np ; no one can do
that ; it is over with us.” Mendelssohn
smiled ; and when Liszt came up to him

young

asking him to play something in return,

Hofmann has developed this extraordinary
muscle as from work on steel and iron in
his laboratory. For many years now he

he laughed and said that he never played
now ; and this, to a certain extent, was
true.
But Mendelssohn sat down and
played first of all Liszt’s Hungarian melody,

has had various fads in mechanics and his
inventions have attracted even Edison’s
attention.

and then one variation after another, so that
no one but Liszt could have told the differ¬

As a pianist Hofmann’s success is simply

ence.

phenomenal and inexplicable.
Unlike
Rubinstein, Liszt, Paderewski, and Rosenthal he rardy pra,.tices, and on his present concert
tour he has not even a page of music with him
At
home he spends eight and ten hours at a stretch
skat.ng, bicycling, playing tennis, or hammering iro„ in
his laboratory, never giving more than a few hours at a
time, and that rarely, to his pianoforte.
In this Hofmann is unlike every other pianist, and it
has been always so with him. He has never made anv
special studies, never giving himself any trouble to
acquire his enormous technic.

be

JOSEF HOFMANN.

Rub!n7C1'0Pi" ,F"7ral MarCh Sona,a’ eve» *1 though
Rubinstein nearly whistled in imitation of the wind to
how Hofmann how he understood Chopin’s idea Hofminims caught Rubinstein’s remarkable interpret!
not rl:7VU°n’ °f C°U™’ of

Hofmann has

velvet the Vl' * "'a"'C toncIl—the wondrons hand of
nlver he rd ff
StiB I r

COreSKlngrfinger8 ^ dreW forth «°™ds
a P’anoforte «*ler any hands but his

As a child, in Berlin he

once began practicing systematically ; but the results
were so bad that his father locked the pianoforte for
tHTl 7 l 8t “ t,me’ an<l "°W eVerJ 0,16 if> satisfied
that the less he practices the better he plays

Lei’hin,
P aR m'eiVPd nnthi"K ,ike the homage proffered hmi ,n Russ,a. While in St. Petersburg, fl.e two

STT! ,0aded him -ith costly gifts, among other
hings a ™raervice
dinner service 111
in gold-plate.
gold-nlate They sent equerries
”
,l,Y,T.
daily to bis w-i ...
g_°.
p*®te. They sent equerries
recent in 7 ,'°7 *° inqnire after his health, and gave

. 7?
16 d0eS’ kecP,n« ‘hat extraordinary delicacy
and lightness of touch. If only for this roMonHofmann

but he laughed and ap¬

plauded, and admitted that no one—not
even he himself—could have performed
such a bravura.
Never was there a composer more conscientiously fas¬
tidious than Mendelssohn, never an artist sonl more
racked with morbid thoughts of his work’s unworthi¬
ness.

Apropos of this trait in Mendelssohn, Ferdinand

Hiller gives us a characteristic anecdote :
“One evening,” he says, “ I came into Mendelssohn s
room, and found him looking so heated and in snch a
“‘What’s the matter with

YorkTrl hr had mnch sl“ to society in New

To those who know him intimately it is a matter of

1

We all trembled, lest Liszt should

offended ;

feverish state of excitement that I was frightened.

infinite mystery
iiiuuiM!
mysiery to understand how-burning his hands
ns he dries with
_**.•
. .
anas
as he docs with chemicals, catting and bruising them
ffii s\ 17 H
Jam“OT’ maimin« th™ hy bicycle
falls and falls on the ice-he can ever play at all, much

We stood amazed, and after

everybody had paid his compliments to
the hero of the day, some of Mendelssohn's

„t

inri e
fln"
the Pal

W,len the

°"°r *° W,lich
T T™'™'

you?’

I

called

out.

‘ There I have been sitting for the last four honrs, he
said, 1 trying to alter a few bars in a song and can’t do
it.’
“ He had made twenty different versions, the greater
number of which would have satisfied most people.’

***8 People were
>'onng

arrived

roses an 1 Tr hefonnd the staircase entwined with white
77.7 1,1,“a,,d 8,1 ‘he ladies of the Court d resled
in white to receive him.

—To be a gentleman is to be one all the world over,
and in every relation and grade of society. It is a high
calling, to which a man mnst first be born and then
devote himself for life.
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may

be

love that lends the

charm,_

may

be

love that made her

seem.
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1 * -A music studio should serve a high purpose. It
can be a means of inspiration to both teacher and
pupil, and a potential factor in the musical education of
the latter.
“A music studio should not be a combination of
studio and library, nor studio and work-room, unless
economy or circumstances compel such an arrangement.
Nor should a music studio have to serve as an assemblyroom.

It should be distinguished by an atmosphere of

privacy and seclusion that would not characterize a
room of sufficient dimensions for satisfactory recitals.
The appointments and furnishing of either room, more¬
over, if adapted to its uses would radically differ from
those of the other.

8tcdio os Otis E. Skinner,

wall, but both so arranged that the light will be most
effective.
“ 3' For U>e pupil I use a square leather-covered stool.
For myself I nse a chair of exactly the right height.
“4. I would not combine studio and workroom or
library. My studio is a pleasant place for the student to
take lessons and a room in which I can give my entire
attention to teaching. The study and library should be
m the teacher’s home, if he has one. The teacher will

“ A studio in a tasteful refined home is a gem in a set¬
richly decorated and tapestried museum of art and brica-brac, or a comparatively bare and business-like apartment.

ting far more appropriate than that of an office-building.
When a studio is in the home there is always some
other apartment that can be utilized as a waiting-room.

“ My own studio is an apartment about twenty-seven
feet ong by from fifteen to eighteen feet wide, and, in

Such a room seems almost indispensable.
“ A music studio should be a room of fair dimensions,

addition, there is an ante-room of about one-fourth this

if possible sunny, and having a pleasant outlook.

size.

Floors

of hard wood and rugs are preferable to carpets for any

“ There is not an article in it that looks luxurious

I

room.

Wood-flooring, inlaid linoleum, or matting, are

enjoy his home life more if he can be at home after
teaching and practicing hours are over.

have curtains at the windows (which, I am told, are of

economical substitutes for hard-wood floors.

madras) and rugs which almost entirely cover the floors

and hangings are not objectionable if made of light

“r>. A room twenty feet square, or perhaps a trifle

and pictures which are more for my own edification that!

larger, with a twelve- or fourteen-foot ceiling ia about
the proper size fora studio.

or any one s else, namely,-two or three small oil-paint-

“6. If possible, the studio should be large enough to
be available for recitals.
“7. In an office building. At home frequent inter¬
ruptions and annoyances are possible. On the entrance
door to my studio from the waiting-room are the words
in large letters, “No Admission During Lessons ” This
protects both teacher and pupil from interruption, and

material.

Portieres

It is well known that heavy carpets and

hangings dull the tone of a piano.

of nhntr 6rr ?r tW°’ 3 large enSrav'ng, and no end
grap s; these latter of vocalists, ranging from

“In placing the studio piano, a good light should be
the first consideration. Whether it should be placed

of the”0
the la8t fled«eli“g 1 have tumbled out
of the nest to fly forth into a cold world. Upon the

upon the size and shape of the apartment and the other

entire scene the busts of Schubert and Beethoven look
down w“h a serenity that is notalways warranted by the
performances that are taking place.
P°Sit,i0n °f the Pia“° iD the room is at ^e end

“side, middle, or end of the room ” must surely depend
articles contained therein.
“For comfort and hygiene the piano chair is the only
seat that should be used at the piano.

The furniture

necessary to a music studio is quite sufficient.

It is, in¬

with busy teachers who have many ont-of-town p’npils
whose coming and going is limited by trains, some pro-

fnTta^hT111
;8Ugg€StiVe °f the faCt that’ after having taught music for more than a quarter of a centurv

or shelves, music-racks or cabinets, a table, desk, and

tectmn from book-agents, visitors, and inquisitive people
is necessary.

the teacher needs a good light upon the notes ; but as an
ofTset to this suggestion of advancing years the niano

several chairs ; and a couch where the teacher can relax
mentally and physically, if only for a few moments at a

stool ,s a high-chair, of the kind furnished to those whose

time, should by no means be omitted.

deed, not inconsiderable, as it must comprise book-case

were needful to make an artistic musical performer, and
he pointed to the head, the seat of understanding ■ the
heart, the seat of the emotions, and the fingers, as sym¬
bolic of technical skill. Head, heart, and bands should
be schooled right royally by the one who studies music
His father, the great Sebastian Bach, always insisted
that the practice of the clavichord should go hand in

The great music dramas require a large degree of intel¬
ligence for their full enjoyment, just as do the noblest
works in other fields of human activity, and this intel¬
ligence can only be acquired by effort. That which is

which there are perfect harmonies—a new world in
which only loveliness may enter; one in which the

necessitates study. This is as true of music as of machin¬
ery, and it is also true that as simple mechanical move¬

ideals of brightness and beauty, goodness and grandeur,

hand with composition. No one could play who could
not think musically, he said. If a pupil complained or
grew down-hearted, because of difflculties, he would say •

• creations depend upon the simple combinations which

The idea of writing music while studying it is a vain

Under its ministry the imagination

creates a new world from which evil is banished and in

simple is readily comprehended, while the complex

ments underlie the complexities of the great machines
so do the most involved passages of the greatest musical

“ Yon have
good fingers as I. I had to work ; who¬
ever is equally industrious will succeed.”

possible, and high hopes are formed, and worthy ambi¬
tions are realized.

seem to be realized.

And this is possible because music

speaks directly to the soul, the divine part of man, and
sets the creative faculty free to work, but to work under
a divine spell.

Thus it is true that harmony touches

It is for this reason

the finest fibers of our being, so that the soul is lifted

that it is unwise to decry' what is simple and call it

from the plane of the gross and material to the realm of

have become commonplace to all.
commonplace because it is simple.

That which is trite

the spiritual.

Thus it is that the high mission of music

is to give glimpses of the fullness and joy of the perfect
life, and reveal somewhat of the deep and tenderqnality

student of music should do a great deal of writing away
from an instrument. Not only should scales and chords
be written after the student has learned how to build

to one may be a revelation of musical beauty to another.
The simple is the preparation for the masterpiece as the
primary school is a preparation for advanced study. The
simple melody, or the dance music which starts the feet
into mot on, appeals to a culture, which, perha^a^

well as to open vistas down which may stream some

them but little original motives, phrases, sections
peri oils, and complete melodies should lie thought out

e able to follow the swelling harmonies of a symphony
yet a culture which has a true place in the education of
the people. The great masterpieces are for the few who

able one. It is precisely the same as what is considered
indispensable in learning the language of speech. Every

and written down. It no more reqnires a great composer
to do this than it reqnires a great author to writeaschool
composition, and one is as important ns the other

ean appreciate them ; the rest of the world mus" Ind
enjoyment within the range of its own culture

even

which is possible here even under adverse conditions, as
little portion of the light and glory of Heaven itself.

TEACHING, A BUSINESS.
There is sound sense in the subjoined observations

which we extract from an article by Mr. Emil Liehling in
a contemporary: “Teaching is a business like every¬

A musical composition can not be adequately inter¬
preted until it has been intelligently memorized. This
does not mean playing by ear, which may be a mere

Fortunately for our art there are no hard and fast

matter of parrot-like imitation. A piece is not thor¬
oughly memorized until it can I* written down from

boundaries to culture. The limits of to-day are pasS
to-morrow, for the spirit of progress animates theTve

learned by intelligent observation.
Make it as easy as
possible for the beginner, but let the advanced student

memory. An excellent drill in memorizing music is to
write down a Bach fugue, section by section, from
memory, first in the key in which it is written, then
transposing it into another key. Such an effort brings

broTl\a,nd,tlmt
oadens the horizon

successful

“10 “,h'

thing else, and has to be learned ; every one has to work
out his own salvation, yet much can be suggested and

work out his own problems as much as possible; the
the perception and
and presents new ideals which

past attainments can not satisfy.

Growth in musical

teacher stimulates and excites, but never

wholly satisfies. One piece played well forms a good
precedent for the rest; without a good beginning, every¬

the aspirant near the heights of musicinnly attainments.

ntelhgence changes the attitude of the people toward
the writings of composers. That which appears to he

The highest degree of musicianship, as Schumann
declares, is to be able, on the first hearing of a compli¬

Ze”fJZaled rus today way

vehicle for the dissemination of music ; hence the greater

cated orchestral work, to see it in bodily score with the

has changed

difficulty in its acquirement. Every moment of practice

inner eye.

Few can do this, but the ranks of those

who can would greatly increase if more students were
given royally to music.

thing remains half formed and slipshod.

The piano,

being an instrument of percussion, is not the happted
for thatlmaL?^''0^^ tf'Z'TZ

tells,—nothing is lost,—but it may not show at once.
Often the best results of practice are indirect in their
bearing.

Endeavor to make some positive point of im¬

portance at each lesson ; make it clear that good playing
consists in playing trifles well, not to botch great tasks.

on them until they are no longer a source of dread and

which it belongs. It must be played in three positions,
and in three forms, thus :
1st form. 3

4

4

anxiety, and then weld all the parts together in a united
whole.

3

In all cases of difficulty it is best to inquire whether
the trouble is in the mind or in the muscles.

—Ht #

b

..
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4

4

3

-d form. 3

4

4

I ft' -^r

rj
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-#•
4

-1- -1
3
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3

It will be seen that I do not give the G or A positions:

1

r

4

The third form is the so-called “grand” arpeggio
wh.ch is simply the first form carried through two or
more octaves. The first form is useful in learning the
notes of the chord and its proper fingering, but may be
d.spensed with as soon as it is thoroughly understood.

these notes as a starting-point, the hand positions are
precisely the same as at C and E, and nothing is gained
by practicing from G and A.

toward making progress, which must never yield to

The value of the Mason system can be realized only
by those who have used it and seen its results.
I might say a word or two at this point about the
arpeggio founded on the chord of the dominant and its

taken with the scale to which it belongs, as it is very
necessary that a pupil fully realize the relationship of
chords and scales. After this relationship is thoroughly

so, teachers not acquainted with the system referred to
so often may have them studied separately. Every

established and comprehended the arpeggios may be
practiced independently.

teacher ought to become acquainted with “Touch and
Technic.
It is his duty to do so.

It is for this practice that a classification is advisable.
In my teaching I divide the arpeggios of the common
chords into four groups, as follows :
(1) C, G, F.

(2) D, A, E.

(3) E flat, A flat, D flat.

(4) B flat, B, F sharp or G flat.

The first class consists of chords which are played on
white keys exclusively and are all fingered alike. (See
The second class is made up of chords which

have two white keys, the black key being in the center.
The third class is made up of chords containing two
black keys, the white one being in the center. In each
of these classes, the first and second forms are all fing¬
In the third form-the grand arpeggios-

Trying to play with expression will often unlock the
secrets of right action.

inversions These chords are all embraced in the various
changes and positions given in Dr. Mason’s system, and
I never found it necessary to study them separately

ered alike.

Fear, anxiety,

The reason for the omission is that, when playing from

The second form is very valuable and can not be
played too much. As stated before, each arpeggio is

Ex. I.)

fingers or wrists is due to some mental condition that
sends its influence over the entire body.
or irritation are often mischievous here.

—n—F-i

*

4

4

It may be

found, quite often, that the wrong or rigid action of the

However, any good instruction book contains them; and

All practice should be directed

inertia, doubt, or conceit.
leads to stagnation.

Self satisfaction too often

It is well to congratulate ourselves on what advance¬
ment we have made, but it is good to measure ourselves
with ideals that are higher than we ; to discern what is
better in others, and what is lacking in ourselves ; yet
modesty and docility never should quench an enterpris¬
ing self-reliance.

Never even think “I can not.”

Never murmur that a thing “is hard,” and wish it
were easy.

Progress is the overcoming of the difficult.

implies the forward look and the forward march.

It
The

distant goal is brought nearer by each faithful step.
Time itself is

a

friend

that develops

and ripens

the fruit of endeavor.

tifr^ f°r e'e,T,,tary arpeg?i0 work' A11 the prac7' m0nth'Ym"t be done "ith each hand sep¬
arately. Arpeggios for two hands in sixths, tenths
octaves, contrary motion, etc., all belong to a higher

—Tlie true endeavor of the music student or the

degree of technic, and the teacher ought to know how
and when to introduce them.

music lover should be to stimulate and develop in him¬
self, as far as possible, a discriminating insight into the
vital principles of his art, the power to perceive the life
beneath the shell, the soul within its symmetrical form ;
to distinguish and analyze for himself and others the
different phases of emotion which it awakens ; to follow
the subtle train of thought or fancy which it suggests ,
thns making of art’s temple not a banqueting hall for
the indulgence of sensuous pleasure, but a sanctuary for
soul elevation, for mind and heart training, a place from
which he shall come forth daily nobler and wiser.—Ex,

art formula comprehends its relation to the visible form
as a mere vehicle of expression, while he probes deeper
to find the soul wherein musicianship must exist, if at
all. Such may be musicianship, and if such it be,
wherein lies the justice of alluding to the historic trio as
“two musicians and a singer.”
If we ignore technic as its visible sign, to what shall
we look as evidence of musicianship in the individual?
The answer to that question must show not only the in¬
justice, but the weakness of the slur implied in onr
quotation. We can best answer the question by broaden¬
ing our subject-introducing the word artistic. Art is
a term common to all creative, imitative, or interpre¬
tative effort. Artistic is the English word which best
expresses appreciation or receptivity of such effort. Art
may express itself in granite structures, in the arrange¬
ment of flowers, in the delineation of character, in the
laying of pigments, the perpetuation of thought or fancy
in marble, or the harmonic or melodic treatment of
tone. I he mission of the artist is to so express a thought
or idea that the thought and idea shall be aroused in
other minds ; his mission can be no more, should be no
less. While art may be classified into groups, and these
groups classified by degrees of perfectness or nearness to
an ideal, the fact remains that it can not be measured or
comprehended without compassing its project and its
object. Its dual nature, its perfect equality or balance
between the power to give and the power to make
receive, calls into play attributes which, when alluded
to in the group under consideration, are rarely properly
classified. He who gives may be an artist; he who
receives may be artistic.
Let us repeat: a musical artist is one who possesses
the power to give and the power to make receive ; hence,
granted both of these qualities, the musical artist most
be a musician. Now, as to those who are made to receive.
In this gronp properly belong such as may be justly
designated musicians. The fact of one man’s fully
comprehending the musical thought and grasp of
another constitutes him his equal in musicianship.

in their own groove rather than comprehending through
study and observation the breadth of the great art fabric
of which they form a part. They should strive to avail
themselves of the opportunities which a broader view of
the field would afford them.
A singer may well observe with pride that the com¬
poser who would seek to win the laurel in the operatic
field would be helpless were it not that the vocal artist
must needs have met him fully on the score of musicianship, and transcended him infinitely by the added gifts
through which he is enabled to portray the composer’s
thought to the musicians in his audience.

CONVENIENT MAXIMS, FORMULAS, ETC.,
FOR VOICE TEACHING.
by feedkbic w. boot.
VI.
Ouk examination into the details of that formula
which classifies the work of voice culture into three de¬
partments, which we have called the three-item formula
has now brought us to the subject of devitalizing or re¬
laxing as an element in voice culture.
The most obvious thing to do in the physical prepara, ^'Tn8’ that whlch can be apprehended by any
grade of intelligence, is to manage the breath in J
ash ion. This nobody overlooks ; and from the earliest
days of voice culture much has been said about breath¬
ing. As was shown in former articles, some who could
not or did not care to look further into the subject than
this have declared that “to breathe well is to sing well »
The next point to see and understand, one scarcely
more difficult of apprehension than breathing, is with
regard to an avoidance of the stiff, rigid, cramped
forced, muscular conditions which the pupil may fall
?onoauntdoftiCh n™** t0De
«« a"* “!
tion out of the question. This is the subject of investi¬
gation m this article. It also has been alluded to from

Zm szzr* ",'™* "d

In the line of this department the pupil is usually
told to relax the throat, and many are the advertisements
which one sees of methods which, we are told, cause the
pupil to sing “without using the throat” ! It is prob¬
able that most of these claimants are aware of the physi¬
ological absurdity of this sort of talk ; it is simply a
convenient way to obtain from the pupil the desired re¬
sults. But is not the time come in the pedagogics of
voice culture when we should be more exact in onr
phraseology than this ?
This necessary devitalization or relaxing is taught to
pupils in two ways, by a negative or a positive process,
or both. The negative process consists in making so
much effort at a part of the body remote from the throat
that rigidity is seemingly drawn away from the latter.
We used often to hear accounts of the soreness, or
lameness, or worse, about the abdominal region of the
Lamperti pupils, caused by the excessive exertion of the
lower bodily muscles which was demanded of them ; and
I have, within the past few years, seen one of the most
eminent exponents of this method become red in the
face, with tears starting to the eyes, from the extreme
force exerted at the abdominal region while illustrating
the subject. Now, all this strikes me as a harmful exag¬
geration of an action which, up to a certain point, is
undeniably useful in the double object of restraining
the breath and devitalizing the throat. Much nearer
the mark is one of the most successful of contempora¬
neous teachers in America, who tells pupils in substance
this: For the low note of an ascending passage, take
the first tone at the pit of the stomach, and the higher
notes further and further down in the abdomen. Tins
physiological nonsense has the good result of so direct¬
ing thought that the high notes are taken with a lfeer
throat than they otherwise would be.
The positive process for devitalization is more direct
and obvious, usually described to pupils, as was said
above, as the relaxing of the throat, but also often in
eluding attention to lips, jaw, and the features of the
face.
Mr. Shakespeare’s exercipe, “ 1-2-3-4-5-6-ai, etc.,

the old “Cincinnati Commercial,” in the days when
Murat Halstead was editor-in-chief.

stool and played them.
up the while.

From Charles R. Adams.

Since my earliest recollection I have loved and studied
music.

It was a natural and unavoidable consequence

From this time on she was

allowed to study systematically, her writing berag kept
At fourteen her theoretical studies began

and at sixteen she played in public with orchestral
accompaniment. It would seem that Mrs. Beach’s musi¬
cal nature is a gift of inheritance, and that in her case

that music should be my profession. My voice secured
such engagements for me that I was soon able to give
myself entirely to the art.

the bent manifested itself so early in life that no other
career was possible to her than that of a musician

From W. W. Gilchrist.

THE AMERICAN GUILD OF ORGANISTS.

In my case, taking np the musical profession was the
result of a gradual drift, which, although at first slow

Examination and Prize Competition.

It was not the result of

The next examination for admission as members will

any one special circumstance in youth, but of a deliberate
choice. For some years before I decided to enter the

be held in New York City, and in any other center con¬

profession of music I had felt that such a course was in¬
evitable, ray secret leanings being in that direction

duplicate arrangements. The examinations will be in
two grades, one leading to associate membership the

However, I attempted other pursuits and entered as a
law student, but did not remain a follower of Black

other to fellowship in the Guild, both consisting ofprac-

stone.

The study was half-hearted and insincere and

played at the keyboard, and also in tests of the general

more or less perfunctory and predestined to failure for
the divine muse beckoned ine away to join her train and
soon I turned my back on law and gave myself n’p to
music.
1

knowledge and musical skill of the candidate as shown
in writing. Full particulars of the examinations may be

was nevertheless irresistible.

I rom Carlyle I’etersilea.

venient to a sufficient number of candidates to warrant

tical tests in organ playing and in musicianship as dis¬

Examination Committee, at 1425 Pacific Street, Brookljn V Y. The dates appointed for the examinations
YorkChy7 aDd Wedne8,,ay> Jane 21st ™<1 22d, in New

a musician of me is the following :

The prize competition, which occurs yearly among
the membership of the Guild, for a gold medal valued at
v.0, is open only to members of the Guild, but it will be

I had the misfor¬

One day my father was giving my brother a piano les¬

possible for those who qualify bypassing the examina¬
tions m June to compete for this medal this year as the

son and I was crawling under the piano. My brother
had no particular talent for music and was making bad

selected by the committee, and which must be set by the

work of his lesson. Finally my father lost all patience
and said, “ I believe that baby under the piano can do

composer in any form that he chooses, are verses ’! 6 7
, !), and 11 of the 51st chapter of Isaiah. The commisi’

better than you.
you can do.”

tion n.nst be sent nnder nom deplume to the Secreta™ of

Come here, Carlyle, and let's see what

He placed me on the stool, and to his amazement my

81. W hat is meant by the word legato?
82. Is there any sign that implies the same meaning?
Write this sign.
83. What difference is there in the execution of two
notes on different degrees, and two on the same degree,
when the legato sign is written above them?
84. What effect do dots or small dashes placed over
or under notes have?
this kind?

What name is given to marks of

85. What difference is there between a dot and a dash
over a note so far as regards execution ?
86. If a slur be placed over dotted notes, what name is
given to the style of execution?
87. What is meant by portamento?
88. How is the lowering aud raising of the damper
pedal indicated ?
89. Should the pedal be pressed down at the same
time or after the bass note is struck ?
90. Explain seuza sordini, con sordini, una corda, tre
corde.

What is the origin of the terms?

had of Mr. R. Huntington Woodman, Chairman of the

I can not remember the time when I did not play and
sing ; but the incident that decided my father to make
tune to lose my mother when I was three years of age •
and my brother who was a little older than myself my
father, and I were all that were left of the family. ’

val above and below it.

competition will be open until September.

e

The words

mid, Mr. Will C. Macfarlane, at 511 West 145th

^"0^’

fr°m

Wh°“

^ fUrth- ~

PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST.
The number of essays submitted was very large this

year, and the iuterest manifested was very gratifyingMany of the essays sent in, although well written,
were on topics more or less esthetic in character or partakingof the nature of rhapsodies on music.

The essays

selected for the prizes are ou timely topics and should
give to our readers much valuable food for thoughtThe final choice was by no means an easy one, and a
number of considerations were taken into account before
award was made.
lows :

The prizes were awarded as fob

First prize, Robert Braiue, Springfield, Ohio.
Second prize, J. B. Kline, Williamsport, Pa.
Third prize, Mrs. E. M. Clark, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fourth prize, Mi-s Helena Maguire Chelsea, Mass.

*****

use to impart “ loeal color” to compositions.

“ The Masters and Their Music,” by W. S. B. Math¬
ews, is one of the books that we would recommend for
summer reading.

It is inspiring and instructive.

Most

The

irregular accents on the second beat of the measure
must be regarded, since they contribute largely to the
effect of the piece as a whole.

works of this kind have dealt principally with the

The Star-Spangled

Banner,” a transcription by

biographies of musicians. The most important feature
of Mr. Mathews’ work is the works of the masters,

repertory at this time. The variations show the thorough

although the biographies have not been slighted. It can
be used as a book lor music clubs or classes, nnd also as

dently urge the learning of this piece by all players

a basis for lectures, but most of all for the individual
use ol the teacher.

The information contained in the

work should be in the possession of every active member
ot the profession. If you have not a copy of the work,
and wish to have summer reading, which will improve
you at the same time, procure a copy of “The Masters
and Their Music.” Price $1.50.

*****
Every piece is a gem.

musician and accomplished pianist, and we can confi¬
whose technic is sufficiently advanced for them to under¬
take it. The melody is to be brought out at all times
as it sung in unison by a chorus of the people,—broad,
sonorous, and vigorous.

Those who have bought copies

The South Atlantic States Music Festival, held at Spartansburg,
S. C., under the auspices of the Converse College Choral Society,
proved a success both artistically and financially. Dr. Peters is to
be congratulated.
Edward Baxter Perry spent the last two weeks of April in
Paris. On the 19th he played at the Villa Lusignon for his Royal
Highness, Prince Guy de Lusignon, on the 20th at one of Mrs.
Chapman’s afternoon receptions, aud on the evening of the 21st
gave a public concert of his own at the Salle des Fetes du Journal.
Of this appearance the “ Paris Messeuger” writes: “ Last evening,
M. E. Baxter Perry, of Boston, played a program which taxed every
resource of the modern virtuoso, and showed a technical grasp and
scholarliness seldom equaled even in these days, when the piano is
supposed to have yielded up all its secrets. Mr. Perry is entitled to
a high rank among the great players of the world, and his gift at
analysis and composition is very rare among musicians who are
primarily instrumentalists. . .

of the sheet-music edition should compare the latter
with the present edition, which contains some changes
by the composer.
The Scherzo, by Bielfield, is a piece for the younger

Laxdon’b “Sight Beading Album ” is on the market.
It is, no doubt, the finest collection of easy mnsic that
has ever been issued.

Carlos Troyer, will be a welcome addition to the pianist’s

singing teachers, gave an enjoyable pupils’ recital at the Stratford
Hotel, May 20th.

Besides it

has the additional feature of sight reading, which is by
no means secondary. Teachers can not complain of a lack
of good music of the easier grades. Every piece in this
volume, il not by one of the great masters, is at least by
some well-known writer. The aim of the work is to
present the best of the easiest of all composers.
A
second volume will follow some time in the fall.
nouncement will be made later on.

An¬

players that will be welcomed by teachers everywhere.
The subject is so clearly defined and melodious that a
child will naturally bring it out at every entry, even if
not told to do so.

musical results. The second movement partakes of the
lyric type, and the right hand has the principal work.
Brahms’ “Hungarian Dance,” from the well-known
set, should please those of our readers who do duet play¬
ing.
gary.

*****

“ Not“ of a I’ianist,” by Gottschalk, is a work that
is deserving of a wider popularity that it has received
The price of the work has been a bar to its extensive
use.
It has now been reduced from $3.00 to $1,50
since we have become the publishers.
Gottschalk’s
career is one that is particularly interesting to all
Americans. The interest in his works is jnstas much
alive to-day as in the early sixties. He was the first
great American pianist, and we have not had his equal
as yet. He might be styled the Chopin of America. In
his works he gives his experience, his trials, and his

Each hand contributes a share to the

effect of the piece—a symmetry both in technic and in

We have spoken often of the gypsy music of Hun¬
Many composers have endeavored to express in

our modern system of music the peculiar rhythmic
melodic, and dynamic effects of the gypsy, and Brahms
as been one of the most successful. Every mark in this
piece has its value and should be observed.
Our vocal pages are enriched by a sparkling, spirited
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Month of
•ihis must be rendered with appropriate light¬
ness and delicacy, the whole effect being suitable ttfthe
season of flowers and the “ merry May-time.”
Caron’s song, “It May Be Love, ” is a good type of the
modern song of sentiment and can be used for concert or

Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion,
payable in advance.

Copy must be received by the 20th of t ie

previous month to insure publication in the next number.

A

DISTINGUISHED EUROPEAN CONCERT
pianist (lady), with highest European reference
and press
ess notices, desires Dosition
position as teacher and pianis
pinn|S
in some large conservatory or college. Address
1
particulars, salary, etc., M. S., care of E. W. Fritzsc®,
Redacteurdes “Musikalisclien Wochenblattes,” Leipzig,
Germany.

P

ROF. EDWA RD DICKINSON OF THE OBERLIN
(Ohio) Conservatory and College has published >*
syllabus of lectures as a guide to those who may wish
study the history and criticism of music. The wot
forms a pamphlet of 13(1 pages, giving a topic abstract <
the subject, with references in detail to over 250stand®
works in English, German, and French, of which a s'
200 are English. The price of the book, unbotnd.
$1.00, and may to obtained of the publisher of 1
Etude.

W

__

ANTED, BY A LADY OF EXPERIENCE, PpSJ'
tion as assistant teacher of piano in collug ■
References. Address C., P. O. Box 438, Meridian, M'ss-

